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1. INTRODUCTION
Given two integers x = ( ... X2XIXO)b and y = ( ... Y2YIYO)b expressed in
radix b notation, one way to form their sum is to compute the two integers
8xy= (. .. 828180)b and Cxy= (. .. C2CICO)b, where Co = 0 and
O';;;8t= Xt+Yt-bcH1 <b for i ;;;. O.
Here Cxy represents the so-called "carry" digits . If we let
L'X=XO +Xl +X2+ ...
denote the sum of the digits in X, it follows immediately that
x +Y = 8xy+Cxy,
L'x+ L'y= L'sxy+ L'CXy+ (b-l)Ecxy.
We obtain the sum x+y by repeating the iteration
(x , y) +- (sxy, cxy) until y=O ;
the final value of x will be the original value of x+y, because each iteration
preserves the value of x+y, and the process will terminate after finitely
many steps because each iteration except the last one decreases the value
of Ex +L'y.
It is natural to ask how many iterations will be required to add " typ ical"
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numbers x and y by this scheme. Let t(x, y) be the number of iterations
required, so that
t(x, 0) =0,
t(x, y) = 1+ t(SZII' eZ !!) if Y> O.
The average carry propagation time to add n-place numbers may then be
defined as
1
t« = b2n .! t(x, y).
O";;;z.lI<b"
John von Neumann first raised the question of estimating t« when
b = 2, in his 1946 notes on computer design [3], and he proved that
tn < l(n )+ n/21(n ) <, log, n +2,
where l(n) is the least integer greater than or equal to logz n . A lower
bound on t« was obtained in 1973 by V. Claus [1], who showed that
tn > l(n )- l
and gave a table of values indicating that tn is approximately log2 n +1.
The purpose of this note is to show that the asymptotic behavior of
tn can be deduced by using a technique suggested by N. G. de Bruijn
in connection with another problem. In particular, for any fixed b we
shall derive the formula
I r ~ log, (b-21) -j(n)+0((lO~n)4) ,tn = ogs n + In b + 2 +
where j(n) is a periodic function of log n having "average" value zero .
(When b=2, the average value of tn-logz n is therefore not 1 but
r {ln 2-t=.33275.) The method we shall use could be extended to obtain
further terms of the expansion, with the help of a computer.
2. PRELIMINARY FORMULAS
Let pn1c be the probability that more than k iterations are required,
i.e., the probability that t(x , y) > k when z, yare independent and uni-
formly distributed integers in the range O<:x, y<bn • Then
pnO=1-b-n;
and for k ;»1 it is not difficult to prove that
pn1c = an1c{b2n
where an1c is the number of pairs of integers
x= (Xn-l ... XIXO)b, y= (Yn-l ... YlYO)b
such that
Xj +YJ;;.b and X1+YI =b-1 for j <i <.j +k
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for somej in the range O<.j<n-k. Now I1nk=O when k z-n, and we have
by considering separately those pairs which satisfy the stated condition
for some j < n - k-I and those which satisfy it only for j = n - k - 1.
It follows that the generating function
Pk(Z)= L pnkZ"
n;;>O
has the rather simple form
I I
P,,(z) = l-z - Qk(Z) ,
where
b-l (Z)kQ,,(z) = l-z + -2- b ,for k;;;. 1.
Let k ;»1. As z traverses the circle [z] = 2 in the complex plane, the
value of Qk(Z) winds around the origin exactly once, hence the polynomial
Q" has exactly one root in [z] < 2. Calling this root 1+s", we have
and it follows that
b-l
Sk= 2b" (I+O(kb-k ) ) as k-+oo.
(The proof is by "bootstrapping", first observing that Q,,(l + 11k) is
negative for large k, hence Sk = O(llk); then using the first observation
to prove that lnsk= In ((b-l)/2b") +O(I); then using the second obser-
vation to prove that lnsk = In ((b-l)/2b") +O(klb").)
3. ANALYSIS
Our goal is to find the asymptotic behavior of
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and for this purpose we need an est imat e of pnk. By the residue theorem,
\1-p nk+ (1 + ek)n+l1Q~( 1 + ek)I= 12~i 'oL zn+ld~k(Z) I
2-n- 1 J dz
<;;; - - ---
2n 101-2 IQk(Z)I
<;;; 2-n- 1b
for all k ;;;.l, since IQk(Z) I;;;'1 -((b -l)j2)(2jb)k ;;;.b-1 when Izl =2. Using the
fact that
we obtain
uniformly in k.
Let us consider replacing pnk by the simpler expression
qnk= 1- exp (- (b -1)nj(2bk)).
When k is relatively small, say bk <;;; (b -1)nj(4 In n), our estimate for ek
shows that both pnk and qnk are 1-0(n-2) . Similarly, when k is somewhat
larger, say bk ;;;. (b-1)n3j2, we find that both pnk and qnk are 0(n-2) .
Between these two values of k we have
(l +ek)-n = exp( -nC2~kl +O (b~k)))
= exp ( -(b-l)nj(2bk)) (1 +0 (;2~))'
hence Pnk=qnk +0((logn)3jn). It follows that only o(log n) terms contribute
significantly to the error of approximation, and
since the sum of qnk for k » n is exponentially small.
The remaining task is to find the asymptotic value of
tn= L qnk,
k;;'O
and this can be done by arguing as suggested by N. G. de Bruijn in [2,
pp. 131-134]. In fact, the necessary formula has essentially already ap-
peared in connection with the analysis of "trie search" [2, exercise 6.3-19],
if we substitute b(b-1)nj2 for nand b for m in the formulas obtained
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there for Vn+1/(n + 1). The result is
where
2 ((-2nik) (. (b-l)n))j(n) = In b k~l ffi r ~ exp 2mk log, 2 .
This completes the proof of the result stated in the introduction. Note
that j(nb) = j(n), and that the "average" value of each term of j(n) is
zero if we assume that log, n is uniformly distributed. In practice, j(n)
is negligible, since it is bounded by
2 ( In b )l
In bk~l 2k sinh (2n2k/ln b) ;
for example, when b=2 or b=10 we have
Ij(n)1 < .000001574 or It(n)/ < .01831,
respectively.
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